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ADVANCED VIRGO DESIGN

Class. Quantum Grav. 32 (2015) 024001



O2 SUMMARY

V1 operational state

VIRGO
HIGHEST BNS RANGE: 28.2 Mpc

AVERAGE RANGE:
BNS 26 - BBH10 134 - BBH30 314 Mpc

DUTY CYCLE: 85%

LONGEST LOCK STRETCH: 69 hrs

Noise budget
Many bumps and lines and some extra
broadband noise
Scattered light, some sensing noise,
unknown….



O2 DETECTIONS



LESSONS LEARNED…

…and open questions



GW FROM COMPACT BINARIES

Compact binaries are the preferred 
sources for GW detectors

The GW signal from CB is divided into 
three stages: inspiral, merger and 
ringdown

Inspiral: Post-Newtonian theory
Sensitive to GW back-reaction,  spin-orbit, 
spin-spin couplings, …

Merger: numerical GR

Ringdown: BH perturbation theory:
end-product relaxes to a stationary state

- damped sinusoids
- Parametrized IMR waveforms 
(pEOBNR)



INSPIRAL

Amplitude (circular orbit, leading-orer)

Post-newtonian expansion



TERMINATION FREQUENCY

Ending frequency sets the total mass:

Innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO)

(Schwarzschild background)

(Kepler’s law)



SIGNAL DURATION AND RADIATED ENERGY

Smaller mass, smaller mass ratio,
smaller chirp mass 
longer signal duration, more cycles

In Newtonian approximation



MASSES



SPINS



SPINS



RINGDOWN



RINGDOWN



EFFECTIVE-ONE-BODY WAVEFORMS



EFFECTIVE-ONE-BODY WAVEFORMS



GW150914 QUASI-NORMAL MODES



ECHOES FROM THE ABYSS?

For a GR-BH the excitation of observable spacetime modes happens at the 
photon sphere (rp ~ 3M)
The vibrations travel otward to observers and inward to the horizon
(rg = 2M) where it dies off

For a compact object with an effective surface at rs = 2M (1+ε), at later 
times the pulse traveling inwards is reflected at its surface. Upon each 
interaction, a fraction exits to outside observers, giving rise to a series of 
echoes

arXiv:1707.03021

The appearance of late-time echoes
in the waveform (due to waves 
trapped into the photon sphere-
surface cavity) would be a smoking-
gun for new physics



PARAMETRISED TESTS OF GR



CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

Posterior distributions for 𝛿𝛿𝜑𝜑𝑗𝑗 show no evidence for violations of GR

Inspiral Merger-ringdown



PROPAGATION TESTS: MASSIVE GRAVITY



GW POLARISATION



DETECTOR RESPONSE

• The two LIGO detectors could not discriminate among 
different polarisation states (essentially aligned)

• A third detector is necessary



GW170814: POLARISATION



LIGO-VIRGO BLACK HOLES

All the current observational evidence gathered around massive, compact 
and dark objects is compatible with the GR-BH hypothesis (two-parameter 
Kerr geometry)

Despite this, there are long-standing problems associated with horizons and 
singularities, which hint at some inconsistency between classical gravity and 
quantum mechanics at the scale of the horizon that could be tested
(echoes, qnm spectrum, tidal deformability)



GW170817: A BINARY NEUTRON STAR MERGER

Combined SNR = 32.4
LIGO-Livingston: 26.4
LIGO-Hanford: 18.8
Virgo: 2.0

GW170817 swept through the detectors'
sensitive band in ~100 s (fstart = 24 Hz)
~3000 cycles in band

Initial sky localization ~28 deg2

Identified by matched filtering the data
against post-Newtonian waveform
models

Virgo data used for sky localization
and estimation of the source
properties

PRL 119, 161101 (2017)



TIDAL EFFECTS



PROBING THE STRUCTURE
OF NEUTRON STARS



GRB 170817A

The Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor
Independently detected a gamma-ray
burst (GRB170817A) with a time-
delay of
1.734 ± 0.054 s with respect to the 
merger time

The probability of a chance temporal 
and spatial association of GW170817 
and GRB 170817A is
5.0 x 10-8

Binary neutron star (BNS) mergers are
progenitors of (at least some) SGRBs

Astrophys. J. Lett. 848, L13 (2017)

ApJ 848, L13 (2017) 



IMPLICATIONS FOR FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS
Gamma rays reached Earth 1.7 s after the end of the gravitational wave inspiral signal. The data are 
consistent with standard EM theory minimally coupled to general relativity

GWs and light propagation speeds

Identical speeds to about 1 part in 1015

Test of Equivalence Principle

According to General Relativity, GW and EM 
waves are deflected and delayed by the 
curvature of spacetime produced by any mass 
(i.e. background gravitational potential). Shapiro 
delays affect both waves in the same manner

Milky Way potential gives same effect to within   
about 1 part in a million

Including data on peculiar velocities to 50 Mpc: 
gives the same effect to within 4 parts in a billion

ApJ 848, L13 (2017) 



DARK ENERGY AND DARK MATTER AFTER 
GW170817

GW170817 had consequences for our understanding of Dark Energy and Dark Matter

ApJ 848, L13 (2017) 

Dark Energy after GW170817
Adding a scalar field to a tensor theory of gravity, yields 
two generic effects:
1. There's generally a tensor speed excess term, which 

modifies (increases) the propagation speed of GW
2. The scale of the effective Planck mass changes over 

cosmic times, which alters the damping of the 
gravitational wave signal as the Universe expands

Simultaneous detection of GW and EM signals rules out a 
class of modified gravity theories

A large class of scalar-tensor theories and DE models are 
highly disfavored, e.g. covariant Galileon, but also other 
gravity theories predicting varying cg such as Einstein-
Aether, Horava gravity, Generalized Proca, TeVeS and 
other MOND-like gravities

GW170817 falsifies Dark Matter 
Emulators
No-dark-matter modified gravity theories like 
TeVeS or MoG/Scalar-Tensor-Vector ideas have 
the property that GW propagate on different 
geodesics (normal matter) from those followed by 
photons and neutrinos (effective mass to emulate 
dark matter)

This would give a difference in arrival times 
between photons and gravitational waves by 
approximately 800 days, instead of the 1.7 
seconds observed

PRL 119, 251304 (2017)arXiv:1710.06168



LOCALIZATION





GW170817: START OF MULTIMESSENGER
ASTRONOMY

Astrophys. J. Lett. 848, L12 (2017)

Location of the apparent host galaxy 
NGC 4993 in the Swope optical 
discovery image
10.9 hrs after the merger



A NEW STANDARD CANDLE
A few tens of detections of binary neutron star mergers allow determining the Hubble parameters to 
about 1% accuracy

Measurement of the local expansion of the 
Universe

The Hubble constant

• Distance from GW signal

• Redshift from EM counterpart (galaxy NGC 
4993)

LVC, Nature 551, 85 (2017) 

GW170817

• One detection: limited accuracy

• Few tens of detections with LIGO/Virgo will be 
needed to obtain O(1%) accuracy

Del Pozzo, PRD 86, 043011 (2012) 

Third generation observatories allow studies of 
the Dark Energy equation of state parameter



FROM O2 TO O3

Short term plans and activity



FROM O2 TO O3

CREDIT: B. Mours



FROM O2 TO O3



FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Medium and long term plans



LIGO-VIRGO-KAGRA OBSERVING SCENARIO

arXiv:1304.0670
Living Rev Relativ (2016) 19



THE CASE FOR BETTER DETECTORS

Number of events ∝ (Range)3 × (Observation Time) 

1 day of data at a range of 60 Mpc (projected O3) is
equivalent to 125 days at 12 Mpc (initial-Virgo best)

Observing for a long time is good, 
improving the sensitivity is better



WHAT NEXT?

2.5 G: a set of upgrades capable of enhancing the sensitivities of
the current detectors (event rate 5-10x) 
AdV+ in Europe; A+ in USA 

– Timeline: ~2024
– Cost: ~20Ú30 M€

3 G: new infrastructures/detectors capable of reaching the early
universe. One order of magnitude gained in sensitivity wrt 2G

– Timeline: ~2030
– Cost > 1 G€

Einstein Telescope: European project for a nested assembly of 6
co-located interferometers, 10 km long

– underground
– bandwidth extended to 1 Hz
– cryogenics

Cosmic Explorer: US project for a 40 km interferometer



AdV+

Bridge to future 3G GW astrophysics, cosmology, and nuclear 
physics
Stepping stone to 3G detector technology
Can be observing within 6 years (2024)

Upgrades split in two phases:

Phase 1: BNS range up to 160 Mpc
– frequency dependent squeezing
– newtonian noise cancellation

Phase 2: BNS range up to 260 (300) Mpc
– new, larger mirrors
– new suspensions
– factor 3 of coating thermal noise reduction



ADVANCED VIRGO+
PHASE I



ADVANCED VIRGO+
PHASE II



TENTATIVE TIMELINE



~2020

~2024

TOWARDS A GLOBAL GW RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE

THE NETWORK IS THE DETECTOR



https://tds.virgo-gw.eu/?call_file=ET-0106C-10.pdf
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